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FINAL REPORT
DOE Grant No. DE-FGO2-87ER60555

Grantee: The Trustees of Columbia University in the City of New York

Per_od Covered: May I, 1987 - December 31, 1993

Pierre E. Biscaye and Robert F. Anderson
Principal Investigators

Project Title: T_rans.port.and.T.r_insfer Rates i_E_he Waters of theUontinentai 5heir ana blope:

The subjectgrantcoveredwork done on and inconjunctionwiththe
secondpartoftheSEEP(ShelfEdge ExchangeProcesses)Program. The firstfield
experiment,done undera previousgrant,tookplacein 1983-1984 inthewaters
of thecontinentalshelfand slopesouthofLong Islandand New England--the
MiddleAtlanticBight(MAB). The secondexperiment,done under thesubject
grant,tookplacefrom February1988 toMay 1989 inthewatersofthe
continentalshelfand slopesouthoftheDelmarva Penninsulainconjunctionwith
DOE-fundedscientistsfrom 5 otherinstitutions.

The first part of the grant (1987-1988) was occupied with planning the
field experiment, the second part (1988-1989) with the field experiment itself,
and the third part (1989-1991) with analysis of samples, reduction of data and
initial writing up of the results for publication. Because the program ended at
the end 9f 1991 before the results were published (see below), the grant was
extended twice for a year each time (on a no-additional-cost basis) and finally
ended 31 December 1993.

Y-The overall SEEPProgram, which began in 1980 or 1981, had as its goal
the testing of a hypothesis with respect to the fate of particulate matter formed
in and introduced into the waters of the continental shelf adjacent to the
northern east coast of the U.S.A., i.e., the MAB. The original hypothesis was that
a large proportion of the particles in general, and of the particulate organic
carbon (POC) in particular, was exported from the shelf, across the shelf/slope
break and front, into the waters of, and, to some degree, deposited in the
sediments of the continental slope. This hypothesis was based on budgets of
organic carbon and lead-210 that did not account for a large proportion of those
species in the waters or sediments of the shelf, and on a carbon-rich band of
sediments centered on the slope at ~1,000 m water depth. The results of the
first SEEP experiment, south of New England and Long Island (SEEP-I) suggested,
but did not prove, that there was only a relatively small proportion of the
carbon which was exported from the shelf to the slope. The objective of the
second experiment-- SEEP-II -- done under the subject grant, was to tighten the
experiment in terms of the kinds of data collected, and to focus it more on the
shelf and only the upper slope, where shelf-derived particles were thought to be
deposited._.;
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FINALREPORT
DOE Grant No. DE-FG02-87ER60555

(Acct. Nos. 0-22721, 0-22722)
(F_,_ired 31 December 1993)

Pierre E. Biscaye and Robert F. Anderson
Principal Investigators

The subject grant covered work done on and in conjunction with the
second part of the SEEP(Shelf Edge Exchange Processes) Program. The first field
experiment, done under a previous grant, took place in 1983-1984 in the waters
of the continental shelf and slope south of Long Island and New England-- the
Middle Atlantic Bight (MAB). The second experiment, done under the subject
grant, took place from February 1988 to May 1989 in the waters of the
continental shelf and slope south of the Delmarva Penninsula in conjunction with
DOE-funded scientists from 5 other institutions.

The f'trst part of the grant (1987-1988) was occupied with planning the
field experiment, the second part (1988-1989) with the field experiment itself,
and the third part (1989-1991) with analysis of samples, reduction of data and
initial writing up of the results for publication. Because the program ended at
the end 9f 1991 before the results were pubUshed (see below), the grant was
extended twice for a year each time (on a no-additional-cost basis) and finaUy
ended 31 December 1993.

The overall SEEP Program, which began in 1980 or 1981, had as its goal
the testing of a hypothesis with respect to the fate of particulate matter formed
in and introduced into the waters of the continental shelf adjacent to the
northern east coast of the U.S.A., i.e., the MAB. The original hypothesis was that
a large proportion of the particles in general, and of the particulate organic
carbon (POC) in particular, was exported from the shelf, across the shelf/slope
break and front, into the waters of, and, to some degree, deposited in the
sediments of the continental slope. This hypothesis was based on budgets of
organic carbon and lead-210 that did not account for a large proportion of those
species in the waters or sediments of the shelf, and on a carbon-rich band of /
sediments centered on the slope at ~1,000 m water depth. The results of the
fn'st SEEP experiment, south of New England and Long Island (SEEP-I) suggested,
but did not prove, that there was only a relatively small proportion of the
carbon which was exported from the shelf to the slope. The objective of the
second experiment -- SEEP-II -- done under the subject grant, was to tighten the
experiment in terms of the kinds of data collected, and to focus it more on the
shelf and only the upper slope, where shelf-derived particles were thought to be
deposited.
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The field experiment lasted 15 months and involved three
deployments/recoveries of ten mooring and ten cruises. Biscaye was overall
coordinator of the field experiment for all investigators, was responsible for the
mooring program, and was Chief Scientist on eight of the ten cruises. Anderson
was Chief Scientist for one cruise. In terms of the kinds of instruments deployed
and samples collected, our specific responsibilities were the sediment traps and
the sediment sampling program. Seventeen 0.07 sq. m. sediment traps (plus two
1.0 sq. m. traps) were deployed on seven of the ten moorings in a three-
dimensional array-= actually four-dimensional array, since the traps collected a
time series sequence of samples. We recovered >500 trap samples, each
representing a sampling of the vertical flux of particles of from 8 to 21 days. We
recovered about a dozen each gravity cores and box cores from the slope
sediments, and many grab samples from the sandier sediments of the shelf.

Analytical work commenced on the SEEP-If samples in June 1988, as soon
as the samples from the first recovery of the moorings and sediment trap
samples, and the first sediment cores were brought back to the lab. A major
effort was required in the preparation of the sediment trap samples for analysis,
because each one had to have the "swimmers" (live zooplankton that swam into
the traps, as opposed to failing in passively with all the other sinking detritus)
picked out by hand under the microscope. For the >5OO sediment trap samples
recovered from SEEP-R, this effort took from 2-3 man years of intensive, careful
work under a microscope. The rmal sample was picked for swimmers in
September 1991, only three months before the grant was originally supposed to
end. Analyses of all kinds -- organic carbon and nitrogen, calcium carbonate, ,
opaline silica, lead-210, etc. were carried out as samples were picked over the i /
course of the project from 1988 to 1991. !

The resttlts of the SEEP II study overwhelmingly show that the hypothesis t
of export of a large proportion of the MAB shelf primary productivity is
untenable. All the observational data suggest that, although a small fraction of
carbon is exported across shelf/slope break and through the front to the slope
depocenter, the principal fate of shelf carbon is, in fact, oxidation on the shelf.
The estimate from our data of the proportion of primary production that is
exported is <1%. About half of that percentage that escapes is labile carbon and
is remineralized on the surface slope sediments quickly (of the order of a year).
The other half, however, consists of old (hundreds of years), refractory carbon, a
large part of which accumulates in the sediments of the slope depocenter
without further degradation. The reason for the organic-rich depocenter is thus
not so much the high flux of unused shelf carbon, as it is the refractory nature of
what accumulates in the sediments there. That small portion that does escape
the shelf to the slope water and depocenter appears to increase from the
northern to the southern MAB.

....
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Our research also demonstrated that the behavior of natural species of
heavy metal radionuclides is anomalous in the MAB compared to elsewhere in
the world oceans. In contrast to the behavior of 210pb ' deposition rates of 230Th,

231Pa and 10Be exceed their local rates of suppoy, in some cases by more than an
order of magnitude. The pattern of enhanced deposition follows the order
Be>Th>Pa>Pb, whereas the expected order would be Be>Pb>lPa>Th. We postulate
export from the region of fine grained manganese-rich particles to explain at
least some of the anomalies.

As a means of tying the SEEP Program research to other similar programs
in the world, our collaboration and participation in the French ECOMARGE
Program (ECOsystem des MARGES continentales) was encouraged by DOE.
ECOMARGE is extremely similar to SEEP in its objectives and approaches to
studying the problem of the transport of particles (especially organic carbon)
from the continents to the open ocean. As a result of this collaboration, Biscaye
was one of the Guest Editors of the special issue of Continental Shelf Research in
which the results of the first ECOMARGE experiment in the Mediterranean were
reported. We actually participated in several cruises and moored instrumental
aspects of the second experiment, ECOFER, in the Bay of Biscay (Atlantic coast of
France). Some of the publications listed below arise from that collaboration.

The major results of the SEEP-IIexperiment are being published in a
special issue of Deep-Sea Research II (Topical Studies in Oceanography) and will
be out in 1994. Anderson and Biscaye are senior authors on four of the papers,
and junior authors on another four papers out of the 19 total in the special
volume. The publications listed below are all of thse published under support
of the subject grant.

= PAPERS PUBLISHED UNDER SUPPORT OF DOE Grant No. DE-FGO2-87ER60555

Anderson,R., R. Bopp, K.D. Buesselerand P.E. Biscaye, 1988. Mixing particlesand organic constituentsin sediments from
thecontinentalshelf andslope off Cape Cod: SEEP-1results. ContinentalShelf Res. 8:925-946.

Biscaye, P_E.,RJ:. Anderson,and B.L. Deck, 1988. Fluxesof particlesand constituents to the U.S. eastern continentalslope
andrise:SEEP-I. ContinentalShelfRes. 8:855-904.

Churchill,J.W., P_E.Biscaye, and F. Aikman, 1988. The characterand motionof suspended particulatematterover theshelf
edge and upperslope off Cape Cod. ContinentalShe,lf Res., 8:789-809.

: Walsh, Jj., P.E. Biscaye, and G.T. Csanady, 1988, The 1983-1984 Shelf-EdgeExchangeProcesses (SEEP)-I experiment:
ContinentalShelf Res., 8:435-456.

Mathien,G., P.E. Biscaye, R.A. Luptonand D. Hammond,1989. System formeasurementof 222Rnat lower levels in
mural waters. Health Physics,55:989-992.
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Monaco, A., P. Biscaye, J. Soyer,R. Pocldingtonand S. Heussner,1990. Particlefluxes andecosystem responseon a
continentalmargin: the 1985-1988 MediterraneanECOMARGEexperiment. Cont. ShelfRes., 10:809-839.

Anderson,R.F., M.Q Fleisher,P.E.Biscaye andN. Kumar(1994) Anomalousboundaryscavengingin theMiddle Atlantic
Bight: Evidence from 230Th, 231pa, 10Be and210pb. Ik,ep-SeaR_ II, 41, 77?(in press).

Anderson,RJ:., G. Rowe, P. Kemp, S. TrumboreandP.E.Biscaye (1994) Cadxm budgetfor the mid-slopedepocenterof
the Middle AtlanticBight: A test of the shelfexport hypothesis.Deep-SeaResearchII,41, ??7(in press).

Biscaye, P.E. and R.F. Anderson,(1994) Fluxesof paniculatematteron the slope of the southernMid-AtlanticBight. Deep-
Sea Research]I, 41, 77? (in press).

Biscaye, P.E., C.N. Flagg and P. G. Falkowski (1994) The Shelf Edge Exchange_ xperiment,SEEP-H:An
introde_tionto hypotheses,resultsandconclusions. Deep-Sea_h If, 41, ?77 (in press).

Falkowski,P.G, P.E.. Biscaye and C. Sancetta(1994) The lateralflux of biogenic panicles f_3m theeasternNorthAmerican
continentalmarginto the NorthAtlanticOcean. Deep-Sea Research11,41,777 (in _ess).

Lane,P., S. Smith, J. Urbanand P.E. Biscaye (1994) Carbonflux and recyclingassociatedwith zoopianktonicfecalpeUets
on the shelf of the Middle AtlanticBight.Deep-SeaResearchIf, 41, ?.97(in press).

Rowe, G., G.S. Boland,W.C. Phoel, R.F. Andersonand P.E. Biscaye (1994) Deep sea-floorrespirationas anindicationof
lateralinputof biogenic detritusfrom continentalmargins.Ikep-Sea ResearchII,41, ?77 (in press).

ABSTRACTS PUBLISHEDUNDER SUPPORT OF DOE Grant No. DE-FGO2-87ER60555

Anderson,R.F. andP.E.Biscaye, 1990, Organiccarbonbudgetfor the upperslope of the Middle AtlanticBight, (abs.)EOS
Trans.AGU v. 71, p. 536

Anderson,R.F.,P.E. Biscaye and M.Q.Fleisher, 1990, Plutoniumscavenging fromMiddleAtlantic Bightwaters, (abs.)EOS
Trans.AGU v. 71, p. 537

Anderson,R.F.,P.E. Biscaye and M.Q. Fleisher, 1990, Does boundaryscavengingoccur in the Middle Atlantic Bight?, (abs.) ,
EOS Trans.AGU v. 71, p. 537

Biscaye, P.E.and R.F. Anderson, 1990, Particulatematterandradionuclidefluxes in the Middle AtlanticBight: SEEP-H,
(abs.) EOS Trans.AGU v. 71, p. 536

Churchill,J.H.,C. Wirick,P. ti_scaye and L. Pietrafesa,1990, Sedimenttransportover theshelf and slope east of the
DelmarvaPeninsula, (alas.)EOS Trans.AGU v. 7,1,p. 536

Diner,A., M. Cremer,H. Etcheber,J.M. Froidefond,J.M.Jouanneau,O. Weber,X. Durrieade Madron,F. Nyffeler, J.
Carbonne,S. Heussner,P. Biscaye, O. Donnard,J. Urrutia,and P. Laborde,1990, Flux study in the CapFerret
Canyon, Bay of Biscay (NortheastAtlantic), (abs.) EOS Trans.AGU v. 71, p. 532

Heussner,S., P.E.Biscaye, B. Chatain andR.F. Anderson,1990, Summerfecalpellet fluxes duringSEEP-II,(abs)EOS
Trans.AGU v. 71, p. 76.

Hussain,N., T. Church,M. Heyraud,S. Fowler, S. Heussner,A. Monaco,P. Biscaye and R. Anderson, 1990, Systematicsof
radondaughters(210Pb-Po)atmosphericfallout to coastal regions,(abs), EOS, Trans.AGU v. 71, p. 72.

Hussain,N., T. Church,R. Andersonand P. Biscaye, 1990, Radondaughters(2t°pb and 210po): Atmospheric fallout and
oceanic removal incoastal watersof the Mid-Atlantic, (abs.) EOSTrans.AGU v. 71, p. 537
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Palanques,A. andP.E.Biscaye, 1990,Patternsandcontrolson the distributionof suspendedparticulatematteroverthe shelf
and upperslope southof New England, (abs.)EOS Trans.AGU v. 71, p. 536

Biscaye, P. andA. Monaco, 1990, Fluxesacross continentalmargins:compariso_of the SEEPandECOMARGE
experiments,(abs.) XXXII CongressandPlenaryAssemblyof I.C.S.E.M.,Perpignan,France,15-20 October1990.

Monaco,A., A. Dinet' P. Laborde,S. Heussner,H.Etcheber,F. Nyffeler, P. Biscaye, T. Courp, O. Donard,J. Urritia,R.
Buscail, L. Guidi, F. DeBovee, 1990, Particulatefluxes andbenthicecosystemresponseat continentalmartins:NW
Medltenanean(Gulfof Lions) andNE Atlantic(Bay of Biscay), (abs.) Intl. Scientific Symposiumon theJGOFS
NorthAtlanticBloom Experiment,WashingtonDC, 26-28 November 1990.

Trumbore,S.E., R.F. AndersonandP.E.Biscaye, 1991, Carbonand21°pbbudgetfororganic-richcontinentalslope
sediments of the Middle AtlanticBight, (abs.) 10thInternationalSymposium on EnvironmentalBiogeochemistry,
19-23 August 1991, San Francisco CA.

Kumar,N., R.F. Andersonand P.E.Biscaye, 1991, Ba, Cu and Ni in SEEP-Isedimenttrap,(abs.) EOS, Trans.Amer.
Geophys.Union, 72, 61.

Biscaye, P.E. and R.F. Anderson,1991, Fluxes of particulatematterand itsconstituentsto theMiddle AtlanticBightmargin:
SEEP-II,(abs.) EOS, Trans.Amer.Geophys.Union, 72, 86.

Fleischer,M.Q., R.F. Anderson,P.E.Biscaye andN. Ktunar,1991, Anomalousboundaryscavenging in the MiddleAtlantic
Bight: Evidence from230Th, 231pa, 10Be and 210ph. (abs.) EOS,Trans.Amer.Geophys. Union, 72, 86-87.

Anderson,R.F.,P.E. Biscaye, G.T. Rowe, P. Kemp, S. Trumbore,1991,Carbonbudget for the mid-slope depocenterof the
Middle AtlanticBight: A test of the shelf exporthypothesis. (abs.) EOS, Trans.Amer.Geophys. Union, 72, 87.

Biscaye, P.E., 1992, Naturalisotope tracersof aerosols, (abs.) InternationalSymposium on Evolutionof Deserts, 11-14
February1992, Physical ResearchLaboratory,Navrangpura,Ahmedabad 380009 India.

Biscaye, P.E., 1992' SEEP(Shelf Edge ExchangeProcesses): A studyof marginfluxes in the Mid-AtlanticBight (U.S. East
Coast). (abs.) Proceedingsof the InternationalWorkshopon MarginFl;ux in theNorthwestPacific, 14-16October
1992, Qingdao, P.R. China.

Brmmer,C.A. and P.E.Biscaye, 1993, Fluxes of foraminifersneartheshelf-edge frontof theuppercontinentalslope, Mid-
Atlantic Bight. (abs.) EOS, Trans.Amer.Geophys. Union, (FallAGU)

Brunner,C.A. andP.E.Biscaye, 1993, Fluxes of foraminifersto the uppercontinentalslope, Mid-AtlanticBighL (abs.)
Mississippi Academyof Sciences, Spring 1994Meeting.
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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government, Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their

employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views

and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Government or any agency thereof.
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